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Message from the IFITT President
I hope you had a wonderful summer and are ready for a productive Autumn. Time flies when you are having fun – in my case it
flies anyway!!! Just back from Greece where for my holidays I was given the chance to manage an 1600 guests hotel in Corfu
and work with colleagues and friends to create memorable experiences. On my way to Mexico, Korea, Austria, Egypt, Italy,
Spain, Greece and Qatar before Christmas-Hope to see you somewhere soon!
We have been busy in IFITT taking the organisation forward. Here are some of the latest news:
• WEB SITE: We launched the Beta version of our web site www.ifitt.org thanks to a sponsorship from www.nelios.com and
we are proud of the result so far.
 We are working on integrating the membership management modules, the online payments and the networking between

members and those elements should be coming online soon. We would welcome feedback and suggestions on what you
would like to see on the web site. We also would like to collect photos from past ENTERs and other documents. Please send
them to us.
• BENEFITS: We are developing a number of benefits for the IFITT members. So far these include: 10% on accommodation booking at OctopusTravel.com, a preferential rate at the TTI Conference in London as well as a great 60% in EyeforTravel conferences for academic members. If you know of organisations that can offer special offers and prices to IFITT members please let
me, Aurkene or Andy know.
 PARTNERSHIPS: We are building our partnership basis with various organisations to benefit from mutual benefits. TTI is a
long standing partner that we are looking forward to expand. The EyeForTravel colleagues are also very proactive in working
together with us. We are open to several organisations that we can provide mutual benefits to our members and we are
happy to reciprocate.
 INTERNATIONAL EVENTS We are conscious that IFITT needs to increase its footprint and we start collaborating with colleagues and organisations to support events and conferences around the world where IFITT can make a contribution. We are therefore supporting the JITT workshop in Edinburgh, the IOETI conference in Luxor and all the EyeForTravel events.
 ENTER2011 is progressing fast and Lorenzo, Rob, Robert and Rodolfo and their teams are already announcing keynote speakers. Deadline for the Call for papers is approaching soon – please submit your papers. Also if interested in organising a session or if you want to suggest a topic please contact the ENTER team as soon as possible. We are always keen to receive new
ideas and to engage with IFITT members to address the issues that you are concerned about.
• ENTER2012 we start receiving proposals for ENTER2012 and we would welcome some more to find the best place to take
ENTER in 2012. Please let us know if you are interested in hosting ENTER2012 and start putting a bid together.
• EXTENDED MEMBERSHIP UP TO ENTER2011: With so many things open during the reconstruction of the web site we decided
to extend all subscription until 31st January 2011. We will try to normalise subscription years from one ENTER to another.
 NEW IDEAS we are very open to new ideas and suggestions for IFITT activities – Please send me an email with initiatives that
you would like IFITT to take in the future.

Dimitrios Buhalis, IFITT President

PhD student self presentation (edited by Ulrike Gretzel)
Human Factors in Website Usability and Aesthetics
Understanding the web design preferences among various human personalities
I started my PhD studies in January of 2009 at the School of Hotel and Tourism Management in The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, and my research focuses on eMarketing, website evaluation, and the adoption of IT applications in hospitality and tourism contexts. Under the guidance of Prof. Rob Law, my PhD thesis focuses on
examining the relationship between web design preferences and human personality.
After graduating with a diploma in computer studies, I started my career in a hotel IT department. Working in
this department provided me with opportunities to understand users’ operation procedures and needs while
working closely with them on programming and system implementations. Working with both local and chain
hotels for years, I have been in charge of several hotel openings, systems change-overs, and data migration
projects. While working on these projects, I needed to express users’ needs to the vendors, and also explain the difficulties faced by
the application developers to the users. I felt a great sense of accomplishment when I saw happy customers (users and vendors) upon
project completion. To strengthen my knowledge, I pursued my bachelor degree in electronic commerce followed by a masters’ degree
in hotel and tourism management while working as a hotel IT manager. When working on my Masters thesis, the world of research
opened my eyes. In the business world, all proposals are profit-oriented, which limits the directions they can go; in contrast, there are
no boundaries in the research world. This led me to the idea of pursuing a PhD and becoming a researcher.
Since starting my PhD studies, I have been involved in several research projects addressing topics such as online travel agents’ pricing
patterns, hotel IT applications adoption and satisfaction, and IT system security implementation. I was able to learn from experienced
researchers regarding various research tools and techniques, and I was also able to share my thoughts and expectations with the project investigators and co-investigators as an industry practitioner.
Being supported by the university, I am currently working as a visiting researcher at Deakin University in Melbourne with Dr. Gang Li
and his team on analyzing hotel website users’ preferences employing various data mining techniques. After my return to Hong Kong, I
look forward to making use of these techniques to examine customer browsing histories and to develop a website recommender system that could match users with websites according to their design preferences. The world of research is interesting and I look forward
to collaborating with different researchers around the globe in my quest to explore the world of IT.
Rosanna Leung — rosanna.leung@polyu.edu.hk
My Academia account http://polyu.academia.edu/RosannaLeung

Impact of mobile communications on travelers’ behavior
I am a PhD student in Business Administration (specializing in Tourism) at Temple University, USA. I began this program in August, 2007 and have since been collaborating with Dr. Fesenmaier, who is my advisor. My area of research
interest is the impact of information technology on travelers’ decision making processes and travel-related behavior.
I completed my Bachelor degree in Tourism Development and Management from Sangji University, South Korea. As
an undergraduate student, I participated in a project with SK Telecom (one of the largest mobile communications
companies in South Korea) to develop mobile travel contents using GPS. This experience motivated my decision to
pursue graduate studies focusing on tourism and information technology. I obtained my Master’s degree in Hotel and
Restaurant Management with a Statistics minor from the University of Missouri, USA. My Master’s thesis was an investigation of college students’ information search behaviors when planning their vacations.
During my PhD studies, I have been engaged in several studies to explore academic as well as practical aspects of tourism. Annually,
since receiving my initial graduate degree, I have presented research studies at academic conferences and submitted papers to refereed journals. More specifically, with information technology as the overall theme of my research, I have investigated: (1) destination
recommendation systems providing personalized services for online travelers based on travel personae, (2) the influence of online narrative marketing as well as travel blogs on travelers’ behavior (receiving the 2008 Best Paper Award at ICHRIE), (3) the impact of the
Internet on multiple facets of travel decision making according to different levels of online experience, (4) assessing online travelers’
purchasing patterns based upon the assumption of bundling purchasing behaviors, and (5) proposed a methodology to identify the
degree of bias resulting from non-response in online advertising surveys. Additionally, I have become involved in a three-year project
with Madden Media, an Arizona-based tourism advertising company, where we have conducted a number of studies focusing on
change in traveler behavior arising from advertising.
My future research plans include an investigation of the impact of mobile communications on travelers’ behavior with special attention
to the perceived value of mobile communications for modifying tourists’ behavior, and a semester of study at MODUL University,
where I will be working with Dr. Karl Wöber.
Sangwon Park— swpark@temple.edu
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Book review (edited by Rob Law and Daniel Leung)
Mastering Web 2.0: Transforming your business using key
website and social media tools
Authors: Lincoln, Susan Rice
Publisher: Kogan Page, London (2009)
With a higher degree of participation, interaction and collaboration, social
networking sites (Facebook and MySapce), video sharing sites (YouTube),
and other Internet technologies known collectively as Web 2.0 or social
media have spread widely among consumers over the last few years. As
the popularity of Web 2.0 has grown, there is a rising adoption of Web 2.0
technologies as well as the ways organizations are using them. Though
there are successful stories which companies adequately use these new
media to make profit, there are also millions of companies and websites
failing in this. To provide a clear understanding to Web 2.0 and the clues
about how businesses can effectively integrate these technologies into
their Internet marketing strategy, Susan Rice Lincoln, an experienced online branding and marketing consultant, authored Mastering 2.0: Transforming your business using key website and
social media tools to help either individual entrepreneurs or organizations of any size in choosing
appropriate social media and implementing them properly. The author starts the book by identifying the key differences between Web 1.0 and Web 2.0. In contrast to Web 1.0, Web 2.0 describes a paradigm shift from the Web as a passive information resource to the Web as a platform in which people can interact and participate rather than just read. A good way to picture
Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 is to treat them as the world’s biggest library and the world’s biggest café.
The author follows by discussing the advantages of using Web 2.0. In general, Web 2.0 can capture collective intelligence no matter how it is geographically dispersed. It embraces the architecture of participation so that people are easy to share information with small niches. Though
Web 2.0 has many advantages, companies should not underestimate the challenges of managing
social media, like the considerable time for socializing with customers and the associated high
risk to receive negative word-of-mouth. Companies should thus never embark in it because it is
hot or without business objectives and sufficient resources.

ENTER2011
Research Papers Call
ENTER2011 Research Papers
Submission Categories:
A) Full Papers
Full papers should be innovative and
should advance the knowledge base
of related fields. These papers present major contributions to the field
and should be up to 12 pages in
length. The conference proceedings
(to be published by Springer, WienNew York) will include all accepted
full papers. An award for the best
full paper will be presented during
the conference. The deadline of submission is approaching - 30th of
September 2010.
B) Research Notes
Research notes of up to 5 pages are
invited. These papers represent new
ideas not developed enough at the
scale of a full paper, findings that
restate known research, descriptions
of prototypes, or research that is
limited in scope. All research notes
will be published by the e-journal
eRTR (e-Review of Tourism Research)
at
http://ertr.tamu.edu/
(Editor of eRTR: Ulrike Gretzel, Texas
A&M University).

In addition to the general description of Web 2.0, the author introduces a concept of Web Wheel
C) Organized Sessions
and explains its tools in the main content, including website, search engine optimization, article
Proposals for organizing technical or
marketing, blogs, podcasting, social networking, viral marketing, and video sharing. “Website”
other research-oriented sessions are
itself is a powerful tool in marketing the company but it is always utilized ineffectively. In view of
invited. Proposals will include details
this, the author pinpoints the common drawbacks and suggests several ways of how companies
of potential participants, topics, and
can maximize the potential of their websites. To create a successful web marketing strategy,
presenters. Session Chairs are expecmaintaining high visibility in search engine is another key concept that is always underemphated to attend ENTER 2011, set the
sized by companies. Considering to maximize the site’s search engine visibility provides a great
order of presentations, and chair
return on investments to the companies, the author devotes a chapter to discuss the issue of
their session/s. Deadline for session
mastering “Search engine optimization”. To the other tools, “article marketing” can brand a comchairs to submit their proposals to
pany as an online thought leader and improve the search engine rankings; “Blogs” can engage
Research Track Chair Rob Law, hmrthe consumers and employees in a conversation; “Podcasting” can enrich the textual elements
blaw@polyu.edu.hk is September
on the advertising message; “Social networking” can improve the relationship with customers;
30, 2010.
“Viral marketing” can get the advertising message out quickly, and “Video sharing” can provides
high emotion and entertainment. Apart from generally describing these tools, the author provides different scenarios in order to demonstrate how companies should select the appropriate
media. The author concludes this book by posing a view that social media has the potential to If you are interested to have you book
overturn traditional media. Thus, she suggests that the sooner a business adopts these technolo- presented, please, send a copy of it to
IFITT newsletter at:
gies, the better consequence it can have in the future.
As the focus of this book is to offer a practical sketch of Web 2.0 to organizations and managers
in all disciplines, the content is mainly discussed from a business perspective rather than technical perspective. Instead of explaining the sophisticated technical configuration and programming
of each Web 2.0 technology, the author put much effort on explaining the benefits, challenges,
and hints for developing successful Web 2.0 that are backed up by real cases. The book would be
a valuable guide for the industrial practitioners, even if they do not have the technical knowledge.

webatelier.net
Università della Svizzera italianà
via G. Buffi 13
CH-6904 Lugano
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News & announcements
Journal of Information Technology and Tourism - JITT
--- JITT is extended by a new CASE STUDY section --Case studies play a vital role in knowledge exchange between research, education and industry. While scientific papers support the knowledge exchange within the scientific community and from science to industry, case studies close the loop and
enable the exchange of knowledge within the industry and from industry to research and education. Case studies are an excellent mean of externalizing tacit knowledge and make it widely available within industry, research and education.
JITT case studies are an important source of information for practitioners, who want to know how ICT can improve efficiency
and competitiveness of tourism businesses, for researchers, who want to gain knowledge about ICT usage and ICT adoption
in different tourism sub-domains and for educators, who need well documented examples of ICT usage in tourism. JITT case
studies cover the full range of ICT applications in tourism and provide innovative ideas, solutions, best practice examples and
lessons learned related to ICT utilization and management in tourism.
JITT case studies are documented along a well-defined framework (covering background, problem definition, specific solution, experiences and conclusions) and evaluated by independent scientists and domain experts to ensure high quality, understandability and comparability.
For more information on JITT case studies and the submission process please access the JITT website (http://
ojs.modul.ac.at/index.php/jitt/pages/view/casestudies) or contact Wolfram Höpken (wolfram@hoepken.org), the JITT Case

--- JITT Special issue --“eLearning for Tourism”
The aim of this special Issue is to promote new theoretical and empirical research on the use of new technologies for training activities in the hospitality and tourism sector. The use of eLearning in hospitality and tourism field ensures quality standards within international labor market, while serving the needs of varied publics - be they tourism professionals, seasonal
workers or single tourists. A more explicit recognition of the role played by digital technologies in the training process within
the industry could offer new and exciting directions for research and may help better understanding the actual needs of the
market in order to enhance qualification within the tourism sector.
All types of research are invited for the application, including empirical/case studies, evaluation/impact studies, assessments, ePortfolios, etc. All contributions should be innovative and should advance the knowledge base of related fields.
Papers are required no later than 3d April 2011. For more information on special issue and the submission process please
contact professor Lorenzo Cantoni lorenzo.cantoni@usi.ch

The Travel and Tourism Research Association (TTRA) is organizing TTRA Europe conference to be held in Archamps, near
Geneva on April 11-13 2011. Main theme: innovation in hospitality and tourism sector.
Abstracts (of e.g. research papers or academic papers, case studies) are to be submitted by October 15th 2010. All information can be found on http://www.ttra-europeconference-2011.com/

World Travel Market 2010, the premier global event for the travel industry, will be the biggest ever WTM with more travel
and tourism business deals signed than ever before.
WTM 2010 takes place between 8 -11 November 2010 in ExCeL, London.
Don’t delay – Register Now to Attend WTM 2010 at www.wtmlondon.com/ifitt and you will be automatically entered into a
free prize draw to win one of six iPads.
Linking your Business: The Technology & Online Travel area is one of the fastest growing regions of World Travel Market,
experiencing the biggest increase in new exhibitors and welcoming more than 1,000 delegates to its dedicated event programme.
Make sure you play your part in WTM 2010, the premier global event for the travel industry. Register for your place now.
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ENTER2011 Innovation - collaborative keynote session
Managing reputation in a multichannel world

Jon Munro and Bethan Richards, both Digital Marketing Managers at Visit Wales, will chair a keynote session that
unites 2 other great contributors: Jason Ryan, Head of Strategy & Planning at iCrossing and Tom Hall, Head of
Communications at Lonely Planet.
The session will introduce some of the key challenges associated with managing reputation in a multichannel world. Focusing on place brands and Wales as a specific challenger brand case study we will explore practical examples around developing and implementing an integrated approach to managing reputation in a multi channel world - including the new ‘Proper
Holidays’ brand positioning, activity around events such as the Ryder Cup and a programme we are developing to better support digital tourism business across Wales. We will take a more detailed look at measurement and the engagement framework we are currently developing with our search and social agency iCrossing to support our work at Visit Wales. To wrap it
up Lonely Planet will provide another perspective on reputation management - another brand that is in the business of talking about destinations and places.
For the IFITT Newsletter questions Jon and Bethan gave the next answers:
What is the current project in the field of eTourism your company developing now?
 Implementing a new content management system on which we will develop our sites from 2011 onwards and support

the development of a ‘shared environment’ as part of a European funded project to further develop digital tourism business in Wales.
 Developing a new measurement framework that looks beyond traditional campaign metrics and web analytics by evaluating visitor engagement through measuring user behaviours both on-site and across the networks and communities our
customers participate.
 Developing a digital marketing strategy that better integrates what we do across our digital, campaigns and PR departments. One based on an agile methodology that provides clear direction while at the same time supports a ‘test and
learn’ approach.
Can you, please, state 3 main actual and 3 future trends in the development of eTourism?
From our perspective current trends include:
 Destination Marketing Organisations are struggling to, but absolutely need to, find their place online - alongside commercial and community driven travel sites. Building on the authority they have, the credibility they so desperately need and
wrapping the whole thing in the destination brand.
 Social media is becoming the new normal. The broadcast world is becoming a networked world and social media is becoming social business, social marketing, social education, social politics … and social travel.
 The growth of the over 50s market and the proportion of total wealth they hold will continue to increase and make them
a significant player in the pursuit of the long tail of niche tourism products.
From our perspective future trends (longer term!) in the travel might include the following;
 Beyond going mobile the continuing trend to smaller screens (and even the physical integration with users themselves)
and an increasingly user-controlled online experience means the user continues to spend less time browsing and more
time using specific applications for a specific purpose.
 Will a booming economy and advances in green fuel technology support exponential growth in travel for an increasingly
mobile, health and wealthy population or will we fail to rise to the climate change challenge and the physical environment
the tourism economy relies on be damaged forever. Who knows?
 As mirrored reality becomes augmented reality and augmented reality becomes virtual reality how far off memory implants and Arnold Schwarzenegger Total Recall style travel actually are we?!
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Interview with ENTER2011 keynote (edited by Lorenzo Cantoni &Nadzeya Kalbaska)
Don Birch, Advisor at Brand Karma
After a career working in most aspects of travel and in particular travel distribution, Don Birch has turned
his hand to applying his industry experience by investing in and mentoring both internet based travel
start-ups and travel businesses that are striving to leverage the wonders of Web2.0 and evolutions
thereof
Originally a true blue airline professional with over 20 years with Cathay Pacific, in the last decade or so
Don has boarded the internet rocket ship and has gained experience with the hype
(hotelrezexpress.com), with the technology (SITA) and with the important travel agent segment (CEO of Abacus). He has
owned and operated hotels and over the years has become a well know industry commentator. In this guise he is a frequent chairman of travel distribution conferences in Europe, USA and Asia.
He gets his enjoyment from learning new things every day and from aspiring that others will benefit from his input and
guidance. He is currently Senior Advisor at Brand Karma, which provides semantic analysis of Social Media.
According to Don, three actual trends in eTourism are:
1. Battle between distributor and direct sites for customers
2. The power of Social Media scoring of hotel properties
3. The rise and rise of Facebook influencing
while the future three trends in eTourism might be:
1. The dominance of personna based recommendations
2. Search based upon past consumption and prior search behaviour
3. The arrival of location based services via mobile


What is the current project in the field of eTourism your company developing now?
Brand Karma completes semantic review of Social Media for the hospitality industry and as a result directs management
on effective strategies for brand and hence revenue maximisation.


What is your personal experience in using digital technologies?
I have been using 'computers' to enhance travel distribution since the early 70's ~ while the problems stay the same the
technology just gets smarter but harder to optimise. This means that leading edge users have a tremendous advantage.

IFITT newsletter # 2—SEPTEMBER 2010
editor: Lorenzo Cantoni - lorenzo.cantoni@usi.ch;
editorial assistant: Nadzeya Kalbaska - nadzeya.kalbaska@usi.ch;

The next IFITT newsletter issue is scheduled for
November 2010.

IFITT president: Dimitrios Buhalis - dbuhalis@bournemouth.ac.uk;

Please, contact newsletter section editors to

research section editor: Rob Law - hmroblaw@inet.polyu.ehu.hk,

submit your contributions.

research section editor: Daniel Leung - leungdaniel1985@gmail.com;
PhD section editor: Ulrike Gretzel - ugretzel@ag.tamu.edu;
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